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Chapter V 

Conclusion and Suggestion 

Conclusion 

 Based on the analysis above, this part provides the final point as the 

conclusion of this research. The concept of power which is told in Suzzane 

Collins’ work, it provides any concept of power especially the concept which is 

based on Karlberg’s theory. He provides the power domination and power 

capacity as the characteristic of power. Those characteristic indicate the 

differentiation of social class between upper and lower class. Further, The 

Hunger Games novel is a renowned novel which presents the different class 

between the Capitol and the twelve Districts of Panem.  

 Marx’s perspective about the two characteristics above that is conducting 

in The Hunger Games novel, it actually happens between the Capitol as the 

bourgeois and the people who are in each of twelve Districts as the proletariat. 

The Capitol is dominated all the Districts, it is because the Capitol has more 

power to control them. In other words, the Capitol is the higher class than the 

Districts. By dominating them, so there are many causes arise among them. For 

example: the Districts try to against the Capitol, the Districts will have not 

enough diet for their life, etc. It indicates the social problem between the upper 

and lower class. But it actually does not only happen between them, it also 

happens among the lower classes. Further, the upper class dominates the lower 

class by forcing them or doing what they do not want to. but, as the result that 
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has analyzed on this research is the upper class sometimes provides a good 

service for the lower class that has a good power or skill.  

 Based on the discussion above, the conclusion are followed: 

- Power domination 

a) People will dominate the others if they have many experiences, 

b) People will dominate the others if they seek the gender both man 

or woman, 

c) People will dominate the others if they seek the gender both man 

or woman and who do have more experiences, 

d) People will dominate the others if they have a higher position 

than them, and 

e) People will dominate the others if they have differentiation ages. 

- Power capacity 

a) People will have more power if they are worried, 

b) People will have more power if they are angry,  

c) People will have more power if they are disappointed.  

Suggestion 

 Analyzing the concept of power by using Marxist as an approach is a big 

appreciation and it is not too easy It is because the concept of power which has 

many essential ideas should be analyzed with Marxist. This research tried to find 

out the hiding meaning of each example of the concept of power which is helped 

by Karlberg’s and Marx’s theory. The Hunger Games novel is one of some 
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novels that can be used for analyzing that concept of power. This novel provides 

the social class between upper and lower class.  

 Then, for the next research that wants to conduct the concept of power, it 

can be analyzed in another literary works like poem, short story, etc. it is 

because the concept of power is about human life and the literary works 

represent the human life. Besides, if the next research that want to apply Marxist 

as an approach, the research should be had a deep analysis. It is because 

Marxist’s perspective about the literary work, it is a product of  a specific person 

or a community and the culture at the exact time. So the reader can get some 

information clearly and get understanding easily. 
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